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TIPU SULTAN was martyred due to internal treason BRITISH DID NOT IT
WHO DEFEATED TIPU SULTAN
London, 07.05.2019, 18:36 Time
USPA NEWS - on 4TH MAY 1799, Tipu Sultan was martyred due to internal treason.
Know what happened again. ?۔۔۔۔
It has come to be 220 years today, till today the slavery of British is going on. Millions of Muslims are martyred, centuries, the
deterrent of Islamic civilization in ạwrbrṣgẖy̰r.
Jafar by Bengal, Sadiq by deccan
Give an eye, an millat, an international nation
Allama worship on the martyrdom of Tipu Sultan, he said this tragic marsiya on mir jafar treason. A Traitor Prime Minister, Mir
Sadiq, the Ummah of Prophet (saw)
Who defeated Tipu Sultan?
The British did not do it
On the funeral of tipu, the gang of in mir sadiq, Ghulam Ali crippled and pandit pwrny̰ạ gathered and Ghulam Ali crippled said:
" Tipu is not the British we have defeated
Mir Sadiq Prime Minister and pwrny̰ạ was finance minister.
Noble says that those who do not have a lesson from their history, their geography changes soon.
We Pakistanis did not learn anything from history. The in brought in its rows, as after 25 years of independence, our
geography also changed.
Tipu Sultan used to say: " if you save me from the evil of my friends, I promise to protect you from enemies
Isn't it the same tragedy of Pakistan and pak
Isn't it the same tragedy of Pakistan and pak army today?
Internal and hypocrites have torture the country.
I will remember that mir jafar was the prime minister. Pwrny̰ạ was finance minister.
Is Zardari, Nawaz Sharif, Ishaq Dar, Shaukat Aziz, and now, the ministers imposed by IMF on Pakistan are different from mir
jafar and pwrny̰ạ. If not and not of course, then what would be the end?
Tipu Sultan's martyrdom was the biggest incident for Ummah in this era, after which the doors of centuries were opened on the
Muslims of hind.
Worship says that nature is forgiving by individual mistakes, but when the elite of the whole nation is bad then it is very hard to
be the same.
Watch the brick from the road in Pakistan today, a traitor comes out from the bottom. In real meaning, it is "Sạy̰ﮦʾ-E-the" on
Pakistan, the meaning of the meaning looks that if the special grace of God was not possible, it was not possible that this
country Today can be safe.
Zardari is the president of the country, Nawaz Prime Minister, Iftikhar Chaudhry Chief Justice, Ishaq Dar Finance Minister and
kiyani like subah salar
Is it not a miracle to escape Pakistan?
Even today pakistan has the same dangers which were t
Even today pakistan has the same dangers which were tipu sultan.
On the basis of East India company, the imperial powers are occupied by trade, in the country's politics, economy and army
have embedded. The Internal Enemy Army has the dagger in Pakistan's back, and the external enemy is the attacker
In the nature of Allah, Faiz Ahmed Faiz said that the kind of country is the situation I am afraid that pakistan will not end.
In response, the nature of Allah shahab said :" I have no fear of the end of Pakistan, I'm afraid that the way pakistan is running,
somewhere is not going on in this way :"
We also have this danger!!!
Those who love pakistan, whether it is in the public, or the power and the power, well known that this political economic and
judicial system is made of our foreign ậqạw̉ﮞ, and its only and only aim to us eternal Is there a slave in the world, despite this,
why doesn't the power and power of the power change this system?
This is the condition of nations after the slavery of centuries!
May Allah have mercy on Pakistan. Pak Army is defending the country but does not change the system.
Politics, economy and court are the dirt of infidelity that after tipu sultan's mar
Politics, economy and court are the dirt of infidelity that after tipu sultan's martyrdom, the imperialist had established.
Who will make pakistan of Quaid and Allama Iqbal, this is what Allah knows better, but our work is to give Azan, Sidi
Messenger is to be loyalty, so we will do it
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Do not worry, by the grace of Allah, this pakistan never ends, no matter how much the haram is found to be loud.
Yep! We will be punished, getting it, will be found
To break the promise to God and his prophet, not to do the completion of Pakistan, to run the system of interest and rbạʾ, not to
set the system of rạsẖdﮦ.
Surely we are all guilty and we will be questioned!!!
The word will be tough but the fact is that today Pakistan's destiny decision is not Pakistani, our enemies and foreign master.
Pakistan's qazi, has failed to protect pakistan.
The politicians of Pakistan are bad and filthy.
The media of Pakistan is the base of pornography and exile.
Pakistan's army is the victim of reluctant.
Where is this nation?
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